Unless otherwise stated, the TVOC of this product has been calculated theoretically, based on the known VOC values of the individual raw material components. In the event that the VOC level of any individual raw material component is unknown, the TVOC has been determined experimentally using SCAQMD Method 304-91, as referenced by the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) Rule 1168.
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Note:
For any further enquiries contact Bostik on (03) 9279 9333 or voccertificates.australia@bostik.com. A VOC level of “0” is a true value. The VOC level of a product which may be available in a range of colours may vary depending on the colour.
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PRODUCT | PRODUCT NAME | g/Lt | SCAQMD PRODUCT TYPE
---|---|---|---
30804649 | BOSTIK 926 IND SIL N TRANS | 300GM | 47
30804650 | BOSTIK 926 IND SIL N BLACK | 300GM | 47
30804665 | BOSTIK 926 IND SIL N WHITE | 300GM | 47
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